
Celler del Roure, DO Valencia – subzone Clariano ‘Terres dels Alforins’ 
Local Valencian varietals, unwooded and amphora-aged, grown in the shadow of Serra Grossa.  

Owner-maker: Pablo Calatayud (in conjunction with his father Paco, pictured below) 

Careterra de les Alcusses, km 11.1, Moixent, Valencia: www.cellerdelroure.es 
 

“Criat, com es feia abans, en gerres de fang soterrades” 

(raised, as used to be the way, in underground amphorae) 

 

Celler del Roure ‘Cullerot’ Verdil Blanco blend $33rrp 

Celler del Roure ‘Parotet’ Mandó Tinto $66 rrp 

Celler del Roure ‘Safrà’ Mandó Tinto $46 rrp 

Celler del Roure ‘Vermell’ Mandó Tinto blend $33 rrp 

Celler del Roure ‘Setze Gallets’ Garnatxa-Monastrell blend $25 rrp 

  

Established in 1996, Cellar del Roure’s sandy-loam vineyards are at 600 

metres altitude, nestled under Sierra La Solana. The nearest town, 

Moixent, is an hour or so south-west inland from Valencia This hilly sub-

zone of DO Valencia takes its name from nearby town Fontanars dels 

Alfarins. South on across  the mountains is the north-western reach of DO 

Alicante, where lie Pepe Mendoza’s vineyards in Entrena. 

 

Apart from being lovely wines, the Celler Del Roure story is one of a return to history: this area has a 

2400 year culture of winemaking from locally adapted varieties. Apart from the aberrant 20
th

 

century, 2300 years of this was a legacy of fermentation and ageing in amphorae. Pablo and Paco’s 

bodega fonda (underground winery) was first excavated 300 years ago and houses 97 buried 

amphorae ranging from 600-2800 litres. Abandoned in the dark days of 1930s Spain, the Catalayuds 

are busy renovating this special cellar and its amphorae. Of the 97 ancient jars, 20 have been dug 

out, renovated and re-buried in the local agglomerado soil – a sand, limestone, chalk, clay mix. 

 

Mimicking the maturation effects of barrel-ageing without adding oak flavour or de-acidifying the 

wine, these renewed amphorae are part of a process of cultural renovation and rediscovery 

accompanied by the revival of ancient local varieties, until nearly recently lost: Verdil Blanco and 

Mandó Tinto (this spelling is Catalan - in Spanish, it would be Mandot). Most of the vineyards were 

planted in the 1990s and are aged around 20 years - the first production was vintage 2000. TSA 

mate, Sara Perez from Priorat and her father Jose Luis (Mas Martinet) act as viticultural and 

winemaking advisors. In particular, they have been working to optimise the balance between acid 

retention and textural enhancement through batonnage in amphorae. 

 

The wonderful labels are the work of Valencian graphic artist, Dani Nebot: 
http://www.danielnebot.com/Dani_Nebot/home.html 

 

 

  
  



Celler del Roure ‘Cullerot’ Verdil blanco blend 

 ‘Cullerot’ is a tadpole in Valenciana (the local variant of Catalan), and symbolises the Catalayud’s 

desire to “grow and improve” (from a tadpole to something more) in their quest to “elaborate 

interesting white in a red wines land”. First released in 2010, each year Cullerot focuses more on 

rebirthing the local Verdil. Verdil 30%, PX 30%, Chardonnay 30% and a bit of Macabeo and Malvasia. 

The fruit is de-stemmed and fermented as separate varieties in inox, then blended and aged 6 

months in amphorae. The PX is 70 years old, the Verdil and Malvasia are 30. 

Celler del Roure ‘Cullerot’ Verdil blanco blend 

This is a wine of entirely Mediterranean affect: delicious, calm and gentle. 

Herbal tisane and golden paddock floral aromatics over pear and an apricot 

hint, with the local Arinoso sand soil character coming through clearly on 

nose and palate. Almost Rhoney-rich, with touches of stone, anise and straw, 

but deft, not heavy. The mouth has good volume and ends neatly, edged by 

spice, fruit skin and a touch of steely mineral. Maturation in clay jars gives an open and mature 

textural character akin to that engendered by wood ageing, but without any overlay of wood flavour, 

nor any oxidative loss of natural acid freshness.    

 
Celler del Roure ‘Parotet’, Safrà and ‘Vermell’ Mandó Tintos 
Parotet is 80% Valencian indigene Mandó, with some Monastrell. Fermented in inox, with 20 days 

maceration before racking for malolactic and ageing on lees in amphorae. 14 months underground 

in the clay jars gives a lovely earthen grip in a mature and open tannin profile without any wood 

reducing its freshness. 14.5% a/v. 20 hl/ha yield. Indigenous yeast. ‘Parotet’ is Valenciana for 

dragonfly. ‘Vermell’, meaning red is a simpler young vine version of ‘Parotet’ and has red-spectrum 

fruit rather than the deep licorice and cassis blues of Parotet. 

Celler del Roure ‘Parotet’ Mandó 

Mandó is low in colour but with good acidity and is nicely beefed up by a touch 

of Monastrell to affect a blend of red fruits, earthen countryness, tea and 

balsalm with pleasing freshness. Elegant and balanced, it is savoury with nice 

sweet acid freshening gentle spicy tannin roundness. There’s good reach up and 

back in the mouth, which washes out to a relaxed, gentle and savoury finish. 

Parotet sits beautifully in the mouth and is fresh all around the rim. Geniunely original, and delicious. 

 

Celler del Roure ‘Safrà’ Mandó  

 Mandó with 15% Garnacha Tintorera grown at 600 metres. 4 hectares of 20 

year-old Mandó  plantings massale-selected from Parotet. 30% whole bunch, 12 

days maceration with fermentation in stainless, then 6 months lees-ageing in 

2600 litre ‘mud jars’. A fluid, lively, electric Mandó is the target here. It’s named 

for saffron, the suggestion being it’s savoury-light palate perfectly suits rich, 

spicy, aromatic foods. Curry red, anyone, anyone? 

This totally belies the notion that wine from the south of Spain might be affected by warmth. Utterly 

delicate and agile, it is a very fresh wine of bright red berry fruit with a herbal  edge, a touch of spice, 

a waft of sage-balsalm and a lick of clay. The tannin is delicate and chalky and at 12.5% a/v the 

overall affect is super-light and totally savoury. 

 

Celler del Roure ‘Vermell’ Garnacha Tintorera-Mandó blend  

10% Mandó, 15% Monastrell, 75% Garnacha Tintorera grown at 600 metres. De-stemmed, 12 days 

maceration and then fermentation in stainless, then 4 months ageing in ‘mud jars’. 

Hard to underestimate the value here, given that big sister Parotet is rather a 

bargain in itself, being both a delicious wine and virtually the global expression 

of Mandó! Bright, buzzy and energetic red berries settle into the claypot 

earthiness which the amphorae present aromatically. A slick note of cherry 



sweetness settles quickly into savoury elegance. The palate is a touch below mid-weight, fresh and 

beautifully balanced on fine natural acid and delicate but mature fruit tannin. 

 

Setze Gallets Joven Tinto 
Named after old coins of the region, Setze Gallets is a blend of Garnacha Tintorera (aka 

Alicante Bouchet), Cabernet, Merlot and Monastrell. Prioritising freshness, the wine is 

short-macerated and aged in stainless steel, resulting in a balanced, fresh expression.  

Celler del Roure Setze Gallets “16” Garnatxa-Monastrell blend joven 

Pleasant and round, red-fruit and earthen, a modest tinto with a touch of structure, 

easy and fresh, earthy with great acidity. Leads with a light but typical Monastrell nose of dates, 

raisins, tar and straw in baked earth and is surprisingly fresh in the mouth, nicely balancing fresh-

floral red fruits and a touch of tarry-licorice tannin. 

  



DO VALENCIA 
The Denominació de Origen (in Valenciana, a Catalan variant) is south from Barcelona along the 

Mediterranean coast. Inland from the Mediterranean, the climate tends towards a moderate-

continental climate, both hotter in Summer and daytime and cooler in Winter and the night than the 

balmy coastal conditions. Soils in the better region are sandy and limey.  

 

The DO was constituted in 1957, and covers around 18,000 hectares (not all under vine), and 

regulates around 80 bodegas in production of table wines. 

 

There are several zones: Alto Turia, Vanentino, Moscatel de Valencia, and Clariano in the south-

west, which is home to Celler del Roure. ‘Terres dels Alforins’, as the Catalayuds label the Celler del 

Roure wines, is not an official sub-zone, but rather their own “sub”-sub-zone designation indicating a 

level of local specificity that the broader zonal designations to not capture. As Pablo puts it, “Terres 

dels Alforins is a loosely put together local organization to promote our corner of the Clariano zone 

which comprises of three villages and the land in between. We invented this to promote our wines 

and area for wine tourism and identity as Clariano covers a relatively large area in which the wines 

are quite different.” 

 

Valencia is also home to extremely important agricultural industry in the form of orange and rice 

growing. 

 

PERMITTED GRAPES 
White: Merseguera, Malvasía, Pedro Ximénez, Moscatel Romano, Planta Fina, Macabeo, 

Chardonnay, Planta Nova, Tortosí, Verdil, Sauvignon Blanc, Sémillon 

Red: Monastrell, Garnacha Tintorera, Garnacha Tinta, Cabernet Sauvignon, Pinot noir, Forcayat, 

Bobal, Syrah 

 

MERSEGUERA, VERDIL AND MANDÓ 
Verdil has medium sized berries in compact bunches, and makes whites with medium body, fruity 

and aromatic. Until recently, almost extinct. 

 

Merseguera is a more commonly planted white grape (around 4,000 hectares total production), and 

adapts to make balanced, if rarely inspiring wines in the warmth of the Levant. Well adapted to dry, 

poor soils. 

 

Mandó is very little known: 10 years ago, just 1 hectare was on record as being planted in all of 

Spain. There is speculation that Graciano is a part of its genetic parentage, a case which makes at 

least surface-level sense based on its ability to produce red wines of medium body with good natural 

acid freshness in warm-to-hot daytime temperatures.  



 

 

  



OTHER WINES OF CELLER DEL ROURE NOT CURRENTLY IMPORTED INTO AUSTRALIA 

Celler del Roure ‘Cullerot’ blanco blend 2012 

Feijoa, rich with orange oil and prickly pear, but quite fine despite the fullness. The wine clearly 

shows its sandy soil, has gentle movement and nice acidity, and will lengthen and open out with 

some time. 

 

 
Maduresa tinto 
 ‘Maduresa’ is ripeness in Valenciana. A blend of Mandó 30% (increasing each year), 20 each Syrah 

and Cabernet, with Monastrell and Garnacha. Aged 12 months in wood and 6 months in amphorae. 

Reminiscent of classical Barossa shiraz-cabernet blends, mature fruit and tannin, balsamic with a 

pleasant broad woodiness. 

Maduresa 2009 

Ripe and dark, thick skins aroma, quite bosky, shiny-smelling, not broody and some pippy fruit-fresh 

lift. Palate is dark and dry, some evident oak and plentiful fruit tannins just weighing things down a 

touch. 

 

 
Les Alcusses tinto 
Aged 6 months or so in oak barrel and then further in clay, a tribute to the primary importance of 

Monastrell in the south-east of Spain, and named for an ancient village nearby.  

Les Alcusses 2010 

Leathery little dark berries, subdued fructose and morning fresh despite monastrell depth and 

darkness, and the palate matches the nose perfectly, gently structured and the dark leathery fruit 

has an almost electric citric-fresh acid lift. Just mid=weight, simple fresh and easy. Nice wine. 

 

Parotet Mandot blend 2011  

An open raspberry conserve and briar nose, pippy and fresh, lovely smelling. Palate is nicely soft and 

laid out, mid-weight and not entirely unlike St-Joseph or such in overall affect. 


